
 

Step by step instruction 

Creating a simple Law Chatbot 
Welcome to the legal chatbot Platform! You are now only a few steps from creating your first 
legal chatbot. Let's begin. 
 

1. Sign Up & Login 
Press the “Sign Up” button at the bottom of the Sign In page. 

 
After you have filled the registration form, you will receive a confirmation email. 
 
Log in to your email account and find an invitation letter. 
Here click “Confirm & Register” button which will lead you to the Home page.  

 
Now, you'll see a new window where you can create a chatbot.  
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2. Creating a new chatbot 

 
Click the “Create a new chatbot” button(1). You will see a form where you need to enter a new 
chatbot name(2) and set up a DialogFlow configuration(3).  
Here you can find information about how to create a DialogFlow account and your first agent. 
 
After you have created an Agent, you can connect it to your chatbot, by providing the access 

tokens. To find them press  button and scroll page down to the “API KEYS” section. 

 
Fill “Create new chatbot” form. 

https://dialogflow.com/docs/getting-started/create-account
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Then press the “Create” button, and your chatbot will be created successfully, you can find it 
right next to the “Create a new chatbot” button. 
 

3. Building a chatbot 
To understand the chatbot structure and how to build a chatbot, imagine a conversation with a 
chatbot as a tree(image below). 

 
The tree starts from the root and has a lot of branches. One branch is one of the possible 
communication scenarios that is called “flow”. 
Flows are subdivided into smaller elements, which are called atoms. Atoms are the smallest 
elements of conversation. The atom can consist of the following components: text, list, gallery, 
attachment, etc. 
So, the atom is the smallest particle of the flow.  
The string of items (or branches) forms a whole flow (a set of branches). 
And all the flows are forming a whole chatbot conversation(the tree). 
 
Let’s see how it works. 
When you open your chatbot, you are redirected to the Dashboard tab, here will be displayed 
your chatbot analytics. But to Build a chatbot, you need to go to the Flows tab. 
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In the Flow tab, you can see the flows and their atoms(highlighted with red color) and atom 
builder(highlighted with green color). 

 
 

 
4. “Welcome Message” - the starting point of your chatbot (root) 

The “Welcome message” atom is a starting point of the conversation with your chatbot. It’s the 
base of the tree. 
The content of this atom is the first thing that will be sent to the user at the beginning of the 
conversation. 
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We can see the next elements in here: 

- Text message - here we can enter some text(1) that will be the first message of the 
chatbot.  

- Quick Replies - they are used for users` faster response. To add a Quick reply just enter 
information to the “Reply title”(2) that will be displayed to the users, and using a 
drop-down menu(3) choose the atom that User will be redirected to after clicking on the 
quick reply. 

Please, notice, once you have done everything you need in the atom, you must save the 
changes by clicking on the "Save" button(4). Otherwise, all changes in the atom won’t be saved. 
 

5. Practice time, let’s create a small flow. 
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Let’s open “Welcome message” atom(1) and add text “Hi! What would you like to do?”(2), also 
let’s add 2 quick replies “Will” and “Business structure” and choose atoms(3) that User will get to 
after clicking quick replies.  
And let’s add one more quick reply that will take User to the live chat with a lawyer.  

 
To do this, we have added “Speak to a lawyer” quick reply and choose atom “Customer support 
request”. 
After you are done with the flow, try how it works. 
 

6. Adding FAQs to the chatbot  
To answer questions with a chatbot, let`s add a couple of FAQs. 
Adding FAQ functionality consists of two parts: 
- Adding atoms that will be sent to User as a response to his/her question 
- Train the chatbot with phrases that can be used by the User. They are called “User Says”. 
Let’s add 2 new atoms, “Will” and “Business structure”. They will be sent to the User as 
answers.  
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To train the chatbot with User Says switch to the “NLP” tab. 
At this tab, open FAQ sub-tab and press “Add FAQ” button. 

 
To add FAQ we need to fill the “Name” field(1), type a User Says in the “Questions” field(2) and 
press Enter. And the last thing is to choose an atom from the drop-down which will be the 
answer for this FAQ and press “Create” button. 
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Now our bot has become smart enough to answer some questions, let’s check it out by clicking 
on “Test widget” 
 

Hooray, our congratulations! 🎉  
You have done a great job and created your first chatbot! 🤖 


